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ABSTR4CT
Phase-pure nanocrystalline diamond thinjllms grownfiom pkwnas of u hydrogen-poor carbon argon gas
mtiture have beenanalyzedregarding their harakess and elas~ic maduli by means of a microindentor and a
scanning acousric microscope. T%efilms are superhard and A modzdi rival singIe crystal d-d. lit
aaliition, Rmnan spectroscopy with an excitation wave~englhof 1064 mn showsapeak at 1438 I/cm and no
peak above 15t?0 I/cm, and X-ray phouwlectron spectroscopy a shake-up loss at 4,2 eK 27A gives strong
evidence for t?w existence of solitary daubie bord in thejihns. The hurdness and elasticity of zhe$ks then
are explained by the assumption. that the solitary double bonds interconnect the nnnacrystals m zhejilms,
leading to an intergrain boundaty adhesion of similar strengrh as the intragrain diamond cohesion The
results are in good agreement with recent simulations of high-energy grain boundaries.

INTRODUCTION
Perfeet orywal diamond has outstanding properties such as hardness, optical transparerxy, and thermal
conductivity. It is thus an attractive material fm many applications. Plaarna-asskted chemieal vapor deposition
(PACVD) is now widely used for the developxmmtof commercial uses of diamond thin films fix took
diaphra~ heat sinkq surfbee acoustic wave devices, and optical windows. Deviations of the properties of
PACVD diamond films &orn those of pod” crysti diamond are mainly due to the microatruoture of the
films. Thus, the columnar grain Struetumand gram boundarks extending through the films tend to decrease
hadnesa. optical transparency and thermal conductivity. Conventional diamond PACVD processes involve the
use of hydrocarbon/ hydrogea plasmas with a large excess ofhydrogem (~ieally 990/0). The preaemceof large
amounts of hydrogen is ~uently cited to be mandatory fu diamond vapor growth because hydrogen is said
to stabilize surface radical sites thereby preventing graphitization.

ReeentIy a new type of microwave plasma chemistryhas led to ph~pure nanocrystallinediamond(WNCD)
filmswitha densely packaged diamond grains with diametersbetween 3 nm and 20 nm [1,2]. The gas phase
contains argon (<- 100 mbar), either fullerenes (- 102 mbar) or methane (- 1 mbsr), and about 1 mbsr
hydrogem The small amount of hy&ogen tends to stabilize the plasma and has only minor efits on the
properties of the films. PPNCD deposition km a filkrene / argon mMure entirelywithout added hydrogen
has bea demonstrated[3]. One marn di&erenee of this type ofpkls~ as COmpllI’dto hydrogen-rich diamond
PACVD is a high renucleation rate for new diamond mystak [4], whiob cause the nanogrsin structure.
lkposition of PPNCD is perfbrmed in conventional miorowave plasma systems for diamond PACVD. Proof
of p~purity wasgivenby a variety of characterizationmethods including electron energy loss
spectroscopy. The percentage ofno-s~ bonded C-atoms has been estimatedto be between 3% and 10%
reflecting the presence of x-bonded carbon at thegrainboundaries [5].
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silicon(100)
PPNCD films show smmothsurfaces, low friction
coefficients, low wear, and low onset voltages for
ekctron emission. They can be contlormal~-
coated on microstructure sub~ates. Potential
applications are tluid pump seals, cold cathodes,
microelectro-mechanical systems and machining
of difficult-to-cut materiaIs. fn this paper, we
presentdata about mechanical, acoustical
vibrational and electronical properties of
l+NCD, and these are discussed within the high-
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Fig. i: M7croindentor load – dirpiacement curves of a
synthetic 1. diamond (Sumitomo), u pha~e-pure
rtimac?ytalline diamond {PPIVCD)fiIm (thickness 3
pm) and u .$ilicon (100) wqtier.

energy grain boundary model advanced by
Keblinski et al. [6].

MECHAMCAL PROPERTIES
Microhardness characterization was #ormcd
w“th a FisherScope H1OOmicroindentor with
which the displacement h of a Vickers-type
diamond has been recorded as a Iinction of its
load P. The outermost end of the tip of the
indenter has a curvature with a radius of about
0,5 ~m andan edge kmgthparallel to the
substrateof 0,2 pm -0,5 V. Thus, the lateral
extensions of the indentationsare at least a fhctor
often Iarger than the size of the crystallite in the
films. The maximal indentationdepth h was kept
below 10% of the film thickness in order to avoid
any influence of the substratecmthe in&ntation.
Since this is less than the curvature of the
Mentor, a qualitative deduction of the hardness

H by using the definition H = P / (26,43 h’) is not possibiq even if the “indentation size effkct” is considered
[7,8], Fig 3 shows as-measured load-displacement curves ofa nanocrystalline thin film govm from the
Cli4/H2/Ar gas mixture in comparison to a synthetic diamond(100) and siiicon(100). The maximal load is 25
mN for all samples, yiekiing indentationdepths of116 ~ 102 run+and 250 ruQ respectively. All curves am
the average of at least ten single tneasuremems,however, scatteringamong them is very low. The elastic
hardnessof the PPNCD film is 78’%0of that oftlw syntheticdiamon~ assuming thatthe hardness is
proportional to l/h2. The film is thus superhard and My elastic oarbon. For compari~ the silicon sample in
Fig.1 exhibits strong plastic deformation and a displacemcat discontinuity below a loadingof 10 mN,
superhard carbon nitride thin films already exhibit a substantialplastic behavior at a loading of 5 mN [!9]and
single crystalline (0001) Sapphire exhiiita displacement discontinuitiesalready below a loading of 15 mN
[10].

The PPNCD film shows the same total ekt.sticrecovery as the single crystalline diarnon& i.e., the curves of
penetrationand release of the indenterare practically equal. Since the size of the indenteris much larger than
the diameter &the individual grains of the nanocrystalhne filrnj this total elasticity clearly demonstratesa high

rr5istance against grab boundmy sliding.

ACOUS~C Properties
Elastic CO~ have been studied with a refkcth-typa scanning acoustic microscope (SM 2000, K!H) at a
fixed fhquency of 1 GHz. The fti is exposed to a peqxndicularly impacting, focused acoustic wavq with the
f~us being below the surface. At the su.rtkce.this wave is partly transformed to a surface acoustic wave
(SAW). This SAW backemits a acoustic wave intothe space above the surface where it interfereswith the
speculady reflectedwave.The microscope records the intensity of this interference(piezo-crystal induced
voltage V) as a tiction of the depth z of the focus below the stiace [11 ], yielding V(z) plots. Fig.2 shows the
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Fig. 2: Measured andsimulated V(z) –czu-vefi?a5
pm thickphase-pwe nanoctystcdline diamond
(PPNCD)j?Imas obtained with a .~canningacomtitwl
microscope.
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Fig. 3: Raman spectra of a synthetic llb diamond
(Szanito?no),wolytic graphite and a 3 pm thickphare-
pure nanocrystdline diamond (PPNCD) film The
excitation wavekngth was ]064 zun.

interferencepattern obtained in this way h a 5 pm thiok PPNCD film. It shows a sinAIti pa- and tbe
transversalvehoity Vtof the SAW can be caloukted hm tbe period of V(z) ourve [12] to 10450 rids.

Young’s modulus E and the shear modulus G are relatedto vi through the equations G = p v? and E = 2(1+v)
G. With the mass density p =3,5 1 g/cm3 and the and Poisson’s ratio v = 0,107 ot’diamond [13], these
equations result in G = 384 GPa and E = 864 GP4 which are close to orystai diamond (G -354 GPa to 535
GP% E -1040 GPa).

VlBR4TfONAL Properties
Ramanspeotmscopyis widely used for the ckaoterization of diamond thin fihns because it allows the
discriminationbehveim totally s@xxukxl carbo% with a narrow phonon # at 13321 /cq and carbon with
other bonding configurations and thus &lkrent %mao spectra. The relative strengthof Raman scattering for
differently bonded carbon is aIao strongly dependent on the excitaticmwavelength due to electronic resonance
effe~, enhamxd scattering is observed m the case of sp%ype bonds with high-energy excitation (UV-light)
and in the ease of sp%ype bonds with low-ener~ excitation (in&wed light). Raman speetra of PPNCD ilhns
takenwith excitation wavekmgths in the visible aud W spectral regime exhibit a sharp phonon peak at 1332
I/cm and a peak at 1125 l/cm. A peak at about 1125 Ucmwas ah observed in narwuystalline diamond
samples grown in a 1YOCH4 / 99°/0 I% plasma at low substratetemperature(6S0 %2) and has besn attriiutcd
to diamondcrystal size offeota on the Rmnan selectionrules[14].

Fig. 3 shows Raman spectra taken from PPNCD, graphitepowder and IIb-diamon4 taken with a Fourier
transtbrm infrared spectrometer (@ulcer IFS 66/S - FRA106) and excitation at 1064 run.Graphite shows the
usual phonen peak at 1580 l/cm and disorder peak at 1285 l/c~ and diamond the already mentionedpeak at
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1332 i/cm. The PPNCDfilmapparently exhibits
a superposition of three contributions: One peak

c-c at 1125 l/un and a broad hump around 1340
1/cm, thatwe attributeto scatteringby diamond
as mentionedbefore. The third contribution is a
peak at 1438 I/cm. Peaks in between the phonon
peaksof graphiteanddiamond are i%equently
observed m diamond PACVD films, howver,
they are normally Ioeated above 1500 I/cm and
attributedto non-diamond carbon of s#- or mixed
#/s@ hybridization [15]. Yarbrough and Roy
[16] reported Rsman spectra of nanocrystdiiie
diamond samples grown in a 1‘YoCH4 / 9!W0H2
pk3ma (see tdso [14]). For grain sizes betOW20

CA Salke-up U these containa peakat 1460 I./cm in

J_/n_/m~ addition to peak above 1500 l/cm. The peak at
o - 1460 I/cm they attriiute to non-crystalline

I , I I tetrahedrdiy bound carbon structures.The peak
2s2 2s4 2s6 288 290 at 143S l/cm in the present PPNCD spectrum

bindingenergy(eV) may thus tentativelybe assigned to Raman

Fig. 4; X-rayphotoelectron spectrum of a 3 pm thick
scatteringat a oarbon structurethatoontainss#
and SIPbon% however, with an essentially

phase-purerwnocrystalltnediamond (PiWCD)film higher SF character than the non-diamond
for electron energks in the range of the Cl+s binding sfmctures in other PACVD diamond films. The
energy. absence ofpeaks at higher energy can be

explained by the lack of an ahnost @ bonded
oarbon networlq reks-ringto the faoL that the peaks above 1500 lkm in graphite and many types of
amorphouscarbonaredueto in-planevibrationsof mostly Spzbonded oarbon networks (the so-named G-
peak). The PPNCD Ramanspectrum shown ia Fig. 3 is Am consistent with a carbon structure, m which
solitary mrbon double bonakare embedied in an ozherwisesp3bondedcarbon srructure.

ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES
Any deviation from perfkot spabonding should result in electronic stateswithin the diamond band gap.Energy
lossspectra of PPNCD samples tslcenm a high resolution transmkion electron microscope did not give
evidence fbr an en~ loss fkaturedue to graphitic statea [11’1,however this measurementdoes not disprove
the exkSeme of a small amount of non-diamd carbon. Fig. 4 shows a X-ray excited photoekctron spectrum
of a PPNCD ftim in the binding euerpy range of C 1s electxon$ taken with a A& excitation radiation
(ESCJUAB 220i-XL, Vacuum Generators). The measured data have been eareoted with respect to seeondary
electronemission f 18] andthereafterdcxanposed into a superposition of fwe Gaussian profiks by means of a
Lewnberg-Marquardt-algorithrn. The main peak at a binding energy of 2X4,5 eV is due to all-carbon bonded
carbon atoms. its width amounts to 1,1eV and, since the energy difference betweemdiffimmtly hybridized C
atoms is -0,3 eV [18,19], it is not possible to identi~ non-diamond C-C bonds in this spectmm The three
peaks with an energy difference (chemietd shit?) with respeot to the C-C peak of 0,95 eV, 1,8 eV and 2,6 eV
are due to C-1-l [20], C-O and C=O n l], resptxtively, The presence of oxygen in addition to hydrogen is
possibly due to the lack of a large excess of hydrogen during growth [22].

The ftnal f=ture of this spectrum is the peak with an energy difference with respect to the C-C peak of 4.2 eV.
Such a high chesnioal shift of Cl eleotrons appears only in extremely electronegative bonding situationslikeN-
C-02, which are very unlikely for PPNCD. The peak at 4.2 eV is thus moat likeiy due to excitation of C2Sp
electrons into unfilled electronic states(shabup loss). The correapondrng shakeup loss of graphite is found
at 6.3 eV and assigned to =* excitations[23,24]. The energy,difference of 4,2 eV is less than the diamond
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band gap of 5.2 ev, and the spectrum in Fig. 3 thus gives strong and direct evidence for the presence of
electronic stat= within the diamond band gap, in accord with themetical calculations [17].

DISCUSSION
The hardnessand elastic mcduli of PPNCD films rival single crystal diamond whereas the vibrational and
electronic properties exld%itdistinct diffhxwcs. The hardnessof nanoqstalline materials is very much
determinedby their grain boundaries. IIImetals, when the grain size decreases below 20 w a frequently
observed softening has been attributedto grain boundary sliding [25], in thatgrain boundary sliding becomes
increasingly easier with decreasing grain size (reverseHall-Petchel%ct). Ina similarway, grainboundary
slidingis also reoogn-hxlas thedominantmechanismfor high-temperaturecreepinnanocrystallineceramics
[26]. Themechanicalpropertiesof thePPNCDfilmsat room temperatureas described above imply now, that
grain boundary sliding is strongly inhibitedeven fm nanocrystalline grains and thatthe average intergmnular
bond of PPNCD is about of equal strengthas the intraganuhr bond of single crystal diamond. This can be
explained by covalent carbon bonds orosslinking the grains. The observed vibrational and electronic properties
of PPNC13, that is the Raman peak at 1438 1/cm and the electronic shakeup loss of 4,2 en, then indicate that
the intergranuhr bonds are at least partly solitary double bonds. Such double bonds would be of higher
binding energy than single bonds characteristic of the intragranularbonds. .Hcwever, the grain boundary area
speci.fk density could be lower than the intragramdarbond density, such that in total the adh~ive grain
boundary energy is similar to the cohesive energy ofsrngle crystai diamond.

The occurrence of double bonds in the grain boundaries is compreheoaible owing to a proposed Cznuclwwion
mechanism The mechanism invohms insertionof CZgroups into the n-bonds of dimer rows of a reconstructed
(100) surfaoe. Total densities of states for both a n-bonded (double bonded) stacking fault and a 25 twined
gram boundary have been calculated using periodic density functional methods [17].

Until now there are no experimental indications that the Aative crystallographic orientation of two adjacent
. ..

grains m PPNCD show any orientational prefisrenoes,nor are th=e models to favor prefd orientationson
the basis of energetic or moIecular-kinetic considerations. Considering the large manifold of incommensurate
and Iarge-unit-ed.lgram boundarim of diamond, Kebl-hski et al. [6,27] show, that high-engIe twist boundaries
of ( 100) planes are representatives for this manifold The(111 ) and (11 O) twist boundaries are unique in that
only 25°A of the intdace bonds involve atoms across the interfa% all others including the (100) twist
boundaries involve 50Y0. According to their Monte-Carlo simulations, this has the consequence thathigb-
angle (100) twist boundaries are of higher stabiw than corresponding (1 11) and ( 11O) boundaries due to the
relatively Iarge number ofs~ bonds connecting the grains in the (100) w-M boundary. In prinoiplq such high-
energy grain boundaries cm be rneohanically stronger than even the perfeot crystal. This result nicely explains
the experimentally obtained high hardness and elastie constants as described above.

The consonancebetweenti simulationsandthepresentexperimentalwork is eventnorestri%in~if we now
consider the vibrational and ekctronic properties- According to the simulations, the Spzcoodhated atoms are
ratherpoorly eonneoted amongst themselves, thereby preventing the f-ation of graphitdie structures[6],
in agreementwith the obsemed Rmtum peak at 1438 l/cm and the iack of peaks above 1500 l/cm. The local
electronic density of a diamond (100) 229 grain boundary as obtained from the simulation [27] show thatthe
bonds in between the interface forma mixture ofs~ and sp’ bonds with electronic stateswithin the diamond
bad gap. Considerin& that unly 3V0- 10% of ail oarbon atoms are involved in the grain boundaries, the shah
up loss of 4,2 eV can be due to an excitation of an electron out of a filled interfhce state into an unfilled
interface sta~ or more likely, between interfkeostates and statesof the diamond ciystals.

In surnrnmy,this work shows that the hardness and elastic properties of PPNCD rival single crystal diamond.
in additio~ those vl%rationaland electronic properties that are different from single crystal diamond are
attributedto high energy grain boundaries with strong sp2bonds connecting the grains. The experimeattaldata
are in good agreementwith reported Monte-Carlo grain boundary simulations.
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